Connect the dots to complete the original Columbus Crew logo, then color it in!

#ConnectTheDots

Connect the dots to complete the logo and then color it in! The logo features three crew members wearing hats and jerseys, with the text "THE CREW" at the top and "TM" at the bottom right.

Start connecting the dots from number 1 and continue in the sequence 1 to 28, including the "TM" at the bottom right.
Can you spot 10 differences between the pictures?
How many of these 25th Anniversary terms can you unscramble?

1. OSHROHESE
2. ETNYTW-FVIE
3. OOIH IDMATSU
4. RJOAM GLEEAU
5. SYTHRIO
6. CCOSER
7. YCIROVT
8. GRAIOLNI


Color the original Crew logo!
Help The Crew find Ohio Stadium for their inaugural match!